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"I am not going to commit to a target when I can't look
Australians in the eye and tell them what it costs or how it
is going to be achieved."
Well, ahem, that's exactly what you do. About once or
twice a week...
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"I am not going to commit to a target when I can't look
Australians in the eye and tell them what it costs or how it is
going to be achieved." – Prime Minister @ScottMorrisonMP on
state government and business plans for a net zero target by
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The government proudly declares their 26-28% by 2030 target, but let's remind
ourselves just how threadbare and detail-free this plan actually is.
Oh, and by the way, look Mum! No costs!
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Here's the breakdown of where we'll be saving emissions, and the pamphlet it
comes from. Official government stuff.
https://www.environment.gov.au/system/files/resources/bb29bc9f-8b96-4b10-

84a0-46b7d36d5b8e/files/climate-solutions-package.pdf
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Here's the bit where we know the cost - They'll spend $2 billion on the so-called
Climate Solutions Fund.
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And here's the bits we don't know the cost of. ie Everything Else.
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In fact, we don't even know what these programs are because there's not even a policy
to say what they plan to do
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More efficient devices? 35m tonnes by 2030. No cost
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Fuel quality standards? Unspecified savings. Unspecified cost. Reverse tax anyone?
(Actually, can't see the govt summoning the gumption to push this in the face of the
Daily Terror campaign against it. Just ask @JoshFrydenberg how easy this one is.)
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@JoshFrydenberg EV strategy? 10m tonnes by 2030. No cost.
Actually, it doesn't even exist so how can you cost it (!)
(Maybe I'm just being churlish, but I'm am DYING for the day @AngusTaylorMP
stands up and tells us his EVs are superior to Bill Shorten's EVs. Literally cannot
wait)
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@JoshFrydenberg @AngusTaylorMP But this one takes the absolute cake.
Technology improvement and other sources of abatement. 100m tonnes by 2030. No
cost.
Not even a glimmer of an idea of what this is or how the government plans to make it
happen.
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@JoshFrydenberg @AngusTaylorMP Don't get me wrong, I would love to see all of
these things happen.
Energy efficiency, improved fuel standards, EVs, technoloogy, Battery of the Nation is
a fantastic idea.
But *fully costed policy*?! Are you shitting me?
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@JoshFrydenberg @AngusTaylorMP "I am not going to commit to a target when I
can't look Australians in the eye etc etc."
Really?!
Given what the PM has been saying as he's been looking into our eyes lately, I think
we could be forgiven a little scepticism
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@JoshFrydenberg @AngusTaylorMP It should also be said that:
a) a 26% target by 2030 is grossly irresponsible, and has us on track for 3+ degrees of
global warming
b) it still includes dodgy Kyoto credits
c) THEIR OWN DEPT DOESN'T EVEN THINK THEY'LL MEET IT
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